
SOJOURNER: an abandoned manifest 
for Bert Hunter 

More than a year ago, I began to sketch what was to be our 
publishers’ preface for Sojourner: Black Gay Voices in the 
Age of AIDS: 

Three metaphors – generation, location, and voice – 
haunt my reading of Black Gay writing. And tonight, 
somewhere in a basement in Boupaloupa, MS, a Black 
boy is bent over in a basement reading James Baldwin 
by flashlight, far from the sound of my voice. 

across the globe 
the itchy terrain of our earth life 
dark continents we 

roll condoms on our tongues 
in a round of minor 
discords and fleeting harmonies 

amputees all 
severed at the lips 
on the virgin kiss 
of brotherhood 

In April 1988, ending a labor which had drawn on for 
a year and a half, the Other Countries journal (the poetry 
section of which opens with these lines from Donald 
Woods) was born. In the introduction to that volume, I 
celebrated with our readers the birth of this “new 
manchild,” his 50-year genealogy “in the small but 
growing canon of Black Gay Male literature,” and the 
significance of the name we had chosen for him. 
Simultaneously claiming our place on the shoulders of 
our ancestors and acknowledging our journey into 
territory they had not attained, we celebrated on the 
dedication page the lives of three Black Gay forebears – 
James Baldwin, Bruce Nugent and Bayard Rustin – all of 
whom had died the year before. 

Only five years later, there have been just as many 
Black Gay male publications since Other Countries as 
before. There have been Black Gay films and videos. 
And there have been many, many more Black Gay 
deaths… Over 40,000 Black Gay men have been 
diagnosed with AIDS, including ten of the men who 
made Other Countries possible, who are dead, and at 
least four other men who worked on the first volume 
who are living with or ailing with HIV. It is now the 
lives of our own generation to which we dedicate 
Sojourner. 

When the four-man Other Countries board first 
contemplated the dedication of this volume, there were 
only four people on the list of “AIDS dead,” whose 
names the book would remember. We parried our 
frustration at the slow progress of this project (much like 
the first) into cynical humor, noting the growing list of 

dedicatees as we lost men in the Other Countries 
community to HIV; and we wondered how long the list 
would be by the time our project was finally 
accomplished. Our “list of dead people” was more than 
three times its initial length when Sojourner was 
published – and three more names have been added 
since. Sojourner has been too long in coming. 

When in 1989 an Education Director at the Studio 
Museum in Harlem had the uncertain idea over late night 
fried chicken that Black Gay writers, one of whom he 
knew, might have something to say about AIDS, my 
response was: “But what else do we write about?” 
Though it was with some hesitation, we accepted this 
role of representing AIDS, knowing, however, that it 
was our legitimacy as the voices of AIDS, not of our 
sexual identity/culture that had gained us entry to one of 
the gatekeeping institutions of Black culture. 

Acquired Visions: Seeing Ourselves through AIDS 
was performed as part of the museum’s observance of 
World AIDS Day/A Day without Art. The performance 
began with a reflection on censorship and silence, a 
collage of: our videotaped reflections on HIV and 
writing/Lyle Harris’s photography/television newsclips/a 
newspaper story on the NEA’s withdrawal of its grant to 
Artists Space over David Wojanorowicz’s exhibit, 
“Witnesses against our Vanishing”/Assotto Saint’s 
“Remembrance & a Revelation,” which begins ‘I Want 
to Celebrate those Cocks…’/Brad Johnson’s work in the 
first journal “On Subjugation”; and it ended with the 
beginning of our list, the unveiling of Names Quilt 
panels made by Assotto Saint for the first – and then still 
the only – three men in Other Countries lost to HIV, as 
we performed Michelle Lanchester’s song Patchwork 
Quilt: “And I remember your names…” 

Other Countries’s tradition of presenting our work in 
performance had begun in Black Gay bars as fundraisers 
for the first volume of the publication. The final 
fundraiser for that volume was held a few days after 
publication – it was our third time at TRACKS/NY, and 
we were in deficit. Outside, unscrupulous Other 
Countries volunteers skirmished with TRACKS 
bouncers as we handed out flyers (each of which won us 
a portion of the door’s proceeds) at the corner a block 
away from the club. Inside, Samuel Delany read sections 
from The Motion of Light in Water, reflecting on the role 
of the HIV epidemic in shaping the future of sexual 
consciousness and discourse – after we had turned off 
the dance music at 1:00 am. After Chip was dismissed 
by the crowd as “Santa Claus,” the main attraction of our 
Libido Lit 101 performance, porn star Joe Simmons, was 
heckled to shut up and take off his clothes as he tried to 
read a poem by Steve Langley (i am/chocolate candy/a 
handful of cookies/the goodies you are/forbidden to eat) 
– much less eloquently than he fucks. And Assotto Saint, 
in drag, went one on one with another heckler, reading 
him as a “queen with no countries,” while she (Assotto) 
“had Other Countries to rule over,” and for being 



nothing, whereas Assotto was “published” – and 
therefore “immortal.” 

Like Acquired Visions, Sojourner brings together this 
naming of the dead with that other enterprise in which 
Other Countries is rooted, reflected in Assotto’s 
signification that night at TRACKS and which Donald 
Woods names so well in the epigraph chosen for 
Sojourner: 

sit and write down your writing 
you can memorize your fingers at a keyboard 
you can leave micro bytes of your living 
to be deciphered by 
people who loved to love you 
who hated to hate you and 
loved to hate you and hated to love you all 
out of fear and no damn choice 

Likewise, at the closing ceremony of the 1992 
OutWrite conference in Boston, former Other Countries 
board member Melvin Dixon hauntingly gave tribute to 
his own impending passage, noting that he, like others, 
will be somewhere listening for his name, and reminding 
us that we must “guard against the erasure of our 
experience and our lives,” that “our voice is our 
weapon.” 

 • 

Sojourner is as much about “seeing through AIDS” as 
it is part of the work of “seeing AIDS through” – about 
the celebration of a community and communal rituals 
which both structure our failures in the face of HIV and 
fortify us to transcend this epidemic. 

Assotto observes in his introduction to The Road 
Before Us that “In gay black poetry, [HIV] has been 
primarily dealt with from a third-person narrative rather 
than a first-person focus,” and he makes the case there, 
as he also has jumping onto a table at the end of The 
Long Read (a six-hour fundraiser for Sojourner) or 
rushing uninvited to the front of the church at Donald 
Woods’s funeral, that “when we don’t show en masse 
the lives, the faces, and the hearts of AIDS – ours 
included – we are accepting all the connotations of 
shame, all the mystification of sin and repentance…” 

And as much as I disagree with Assotto, I admire him 
profoundly, for as Audre Lorde has taught us so well, it 
is our language (as Black Gay men living with HIV) 
which can imagine a future and transcend our current 
realities. 

Sojourner was grounded in a vision, captured in 
former Other Countries board member Reginald 
Jackson’s image of a boy in the darkness of a basement 
in Boupaloupa, Mississippi, reading Baldwin by 
flashlight. It was this Boupaloupa basement that he 
challenged prospective editors of the volume to reach. 

And, five years after his older brother’s birth, 
Sojourner’s is equally inspired by the “challenge 
of…leaving something valuable and permanent of our 
Black Gay lives for our future generations,” by the work 
we must continue of conjuring ourselves – as Other 
Countries’s founder Daniel Garrett, put it so eloquently 
almost ten years ago: 

…I begin to grasp the largeness of the work 
before us, the fact that we are not only creating 
essays or poems or stories, but the fact that we 
are creating culture. We are expressing ourselves 
as a people, and shaping the consciousness of 
ourselves as a people. We are creating ourselves. 

What are the voices of the age of AIDS we are leaving 
for the Black boy in that Boupaloupa basement as he 
creates himself? Through writing we must not only 
remember our dead, but we must seize on that original 
metaphor of generation and continue to recreate 
ourselves, to generate the living. 

I never finished the introduction…. I gave up management 
of the Sojourner project and, angry at Eddy over sex and 
angry at Donald’s death, I left the Other Countries board. 

Recently, in North Carolina, at a national Lesbian/Gay 
conference, I met Terence – a 24-year-old from Detroit who 
had spent 24 hours on a bus to get there, who had heard a tape 
of me reading my letter to Joe Beam that’s in Sojourner at 
another Gay conference in California, and who shared with 
me how important it was to him for Joe Beam, whose words 
had inspired him immensely, to be made real in my piece. 

Now granted Reggie’s Boupaloupa boy may never make it 
to a national conference, but I began to believe again in that 
vision of the boy in that basement with the batteries running 
out in that flashlight. And all those voices that had run out 
were suddenly mysteriously alive in the echoes of that damp, 
dimly lit, resonant basement. 

Charles Angel…Reginald Patterson…Michael Evans… 
Redvers Jeanmarie…Joseph Beam…Allan Williams…David 
Frechette…Craig Harris…Rory Buchanan…BJ Carr…Cliff 
Goodman…Melvin Dixon…Donald Woods…Bruce Neill… 
Errol Edwards…David Weems…Roy Gonsalves…Rodney 
Dildy…Sabah as-Sabah…B. Michael Hunter: Perhaps 
tonight, somewhere in a basement in Mississippi, a young 
Black boy is crouching in a basement reading Sojourner by 
flashlight, far from the sound of your voice. 

Originally begun as a draft preface to Sojourner: Black Gay 
Voices in the Age of AIDS, this piece was first read in an earlier 
version on December 10, 1993 at a post-publication reading  
for the anthology hosted by Gay Men of African Descent  
at New York City's Lesbian and Gay Community Center 
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